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US ITAR Restrictions Lifted

In February 2015 the US State Department
announced a long-awaited update to the
country’s policy on exports of military
unmanned aerial systems (UAS). This
allowed the US Government to more
favourably consider requests to export
military UAS, including armed drones, to
US allies.
An important change for US manufacturers
of small, commercial unmanned systems
was also announced - the relaxation of
controls which currently restrict the export
of commercial unmanned systems that have
autonomous flight control capability or the
ability to fly outside the line of sight of a
human operator, without authorisation
from the Commerce Department. This
captures nearly all commercial UAS so the
change will likely benefit many operators.
This follows the 10 November 2014 amendments to
the International Traffic and Arms Regulations
(ITAR) which removed a number of satellite
technologies from the United State Munitions List
(USML) and placed them on the Commerce Control
List (CCL).
The CCL is regulated by the less stringent Export
Administration Regulations (EAR). The move should
make it easier to export satellite technology outside of
the US, and is intended to ensure that the US space
industry is able to compete in the global market.
The reclassified technologies are:

• remote sensing satellites with capability below
certain thresholds;
• communications satellites with de-classified
components or technologies; and
• systems, sub-systems, parts and components of the
above listed satellites.
It is worth noting that this change has not moved all
commercial satellite technologies from the USML: the
Department of State acknowledged that certain
technologies, while having commercial application,
are of critical military importance and concern and, as
such, need to remain regulated by ITAR.
ITAR control requires commercial companies to
obtain State Department authorisation before
exporting controlled articles or disclosing controlled
technical data to foreign persons in the US or abroad.
The move to the CCL means that US companies
wishing to export technologies which are no longer on
the USML do not have to comply with the rigours of
ITAR. Likewise, European operators wishing to
import US technology will also be able to do so more
easily.
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Bird & Bird's Satellite Group
Bird & Bird's satellite group is unique: with the
reputation of its key individuals; with its footprint
of expertise; and through the group's genuine
interest and knowledge of the sector over years
working in-house, at regulators, in international
institutions (EC, ESA, ITU, UN) and in private
practice. We assist clients in areas including:
regulatory advice; industry specific commercial
contacts; competition; corporate; finance; dispute
resolution; employment; and insurance.

Our international team comprises of expert lawyers
across Europe, the Middle East and Asia offering
clients a one-stop-shop at which to address the
issues they face. We also have strong experience in
Africa. It is part of Bird & Bird's world leading
communications group, which also offers advice in
related sectors such as: energy and utilities; life
sciences; transport and maritime; aerospace,
defence and security; aviation; financial services;
and healthcare. Bird & Bird also benefit from a
team focussed on SMEs and the needs of start-ups.
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